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Abstract—	
   The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission
landed the Curiosity Rover on the surface of Mars on August
6, 2012, beginning a one-Martian-year primary science
mission. An international network of Mars relay orbiters,
including NASA’s 2001 Mars Odyssey Orbiter (ODY) and
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and ESA’s Mars
Express Orbiter (MEX), were positioned to provide critical
event coverage of MSL’s Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL).
The EDL communication plan took advantage of unique and
complementary capabilities of each orbiter to provide robust
information capture during this critical event while also
providing low-latency information during the landing. Once
on the surface, ODY and MRO have provided effectively all of
Curiosity’s data return from the Martian surface. The link
from Curiosity to MRO incorporates a number of new features
enabled by the Electra and Electra-Lite software-defined
radios on MRO and Curiosity, respectively. Specifically, the
Curiosity-MRO link has for the first time on Mars relay links
utilized frequency-agile operations, data rates up to 2.048
Mb/s, suppressed carrier modulation, and a new Adaptive
Data Rate algorithm in which the return link data rate is
optimally varied throughout the relay pass based on the actual
observed link channel characteristics. In addition to the
baseline surface relay support by ODY and MRO, the MEX
relay service has been verified in several successful surface
relay passes, and MEX now stands ready to provide backup
relay support should NASA’s orbiters become unavailable for
some period of time.

INTRODUCTION
The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission and its
Curiosity rover represent the most ambitious robotic
explorer ever delivered to the surface of the Red Planet.
Combining a novel Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
system capable of delivering nearly a metric ton safely to a
wide range of potential landing sites, a robust mobility
system designed for 20 km of traverse, a nuclear power
system allowing years of surface lifetime, and a
sophisticated suite of science instruments including remote
sensing, sampling, and analytical capabilities, MSL will
investigate the past habitability of Mars during the course of
a one-Martian-year (roughly two-Earth-year) journey
through the layered deposits of Gale Crater and Mount
Sharp.
Key to the success of the mission is the availability of
robust, high-bandwidth, energy-efficient telecommunication
capabilities provided by a network of relay-equipped Mars
orbiters, including NASA’s 2001 Mars Odyssey Orbiter
(ODY) and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and
ESA’s Mars Express Orbiter (MEX). During EDL, all three
orbiters provided coverage of this critical event, acquiring
telemetry and tracking data from MSL that would have been
used for fault reconstruction in the event that an anomaly
had led to a loss of mission on landing day. And once on
the surface, the Mars telecommunications relay network is
enabling greatly increased data return from Curiosity,
compared to all prior Mars landers, essential for supporting
the rover’s highly capable instrument suite and complex
surface operations.
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In Section 2, we provide an overview of the three relay
orbiters currently in operation at Mars, summarizing their
key capabilities and differences. We summarize the MSL
mission in Section 3, with a focus on telecommunication
requirements and telecommunication subsystem capabilities.
In Section 4, we describe the strategy for providing critical
event communications during MSL’s EDL, while in Section
5 we present quantitative metrics on relay performance
during the Curiosity surface mission, including several new
capabilities being demonstrated for the first time at Mars on
the Curiosity-MRO relay link. With an eye towards future
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proximity relay networks being contemplated/planned by
NASA and ESA, Section 6 will offer a number of
preliminary
lessons-learned
related
to
relay
communications, based on our experiences through the first
few months of Curiosity surface operations, with some final
conclusions in Section 7.

ascending node was oriented at ~4 AM Local Mean Solar
Time (LMST). For low-latitude landing sites, this implies
contact opportunities at roughly 4 AM and 4 PM each
Martian day, or sol. ODY’s relay communications are
provided by a CE-505 UHF transceiver built by L-3
Cincinnati Electronics. Like all of the Mars relay orbiters
currently operating, the CE-505 implements the
Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
Proximity-1 Space Link Protocol (referred to as “Prox-1”)
[5]. This link layer protocol supports reliable bi-directional
communications, using frame-level error detection and
retransmission to ensure complete and gap-free data transfer
on the proximity link, while also establishing an
interoperable standard for inter-agency Mars relay crosssupport. The transceiver also supports an unreliable, raw
data mode that bypasses the Prox-1 protocol and simply
operates as a bitstream modem. (This raw data mode is
useful for special events such as critical event
communications, where a simple, low-latency telemetry
bitstream is needed, and where a link layer process that
discards frames with errors would not be desirable.) The
CE-505 operates at fixed frequencies of 437.1 MHz on the
forward link (from orbiter to lander) and 401.585625 MHz
on the return link (from lander to orbiter). Return link data
rates of 8, 32, 128, and 256 kbps are supported, with
optional (7,1/2) convolutional coding. In addition to these
modem capabilities, the CE-505 is capable of making an
open-loop recording of a received UHF signal for
subsequent ground processing. The signal is sampled at
83.6 kHz with 1-bit-per-sample resolution. This mode of
recording does not support full demodulation of a high-rate
telemetry stream, but can be used to reconstruct the signal
spectrum, making it useful to track the amplitude and

1. MARS NETWORK OVERVIEW
Mars-orbiting relay satellites offer a number of advantages
to in situ Mars spacecraft, relative to direct-to-Earth
communications, including greatly increased data return,
reduced energy-per-bit communication costs, ability to
communicate at times when Earth is not in view, and precise
navigation and timing information derived from the radio
link [1,2]. Relay communications has been used very
successfully by the Spirit and Opportunity rovers, launched
in 2004, with over 98% of the rovers’ returned data
transmitted via relay links through relay-equipped Mars
science orbiters [3]. The 2007 Phoenix Lander mission
arrived at Mars with no direct-to-Earth communication
capability, carrying out its entire in situ mission using
exclusively UHF relay links [4].
Today we have an international Mars relay network
composed of NASA’s 2001 Mars Odyssey Orbiter (ODY)
and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), and ESA’s Mars
Express Orbiter (MEX). Table 1 provides a summary of the
key features of each of these orbiters.
Odyssey
ODY operates in a low-altitude, near-circular, near-polar,
sun-synchronous orbit. At the time of MSL arrival, ODY’s

Agency:
Launch:
Orbit:

Deep Space Link:
Band
Power Amplifier
High Gain Antenna
Proximity Link:
Transceiver
Protocol
Antenna
Forward Link
- Frequency
- Data Rate
- Coding
Return Link
- Frequency
- Data Rate
- Coding
- Other

Mars Odyssey
NASA
Apr 7, 2001
400 km circular
93 deg inclination
Sun-synchronous
~4 AM LMST ascending node

Mars Express
ESA
June 2, 2003
330 x 10,530 km elliptical
86.9 deg inclination
Non sun-synchronous

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
NASA
Aug 12, 2005
255 x 320 km
93 deg inclination
Sun-synchronous
~3 PM LMST ascending node

X-band
15 W SSPA
1.3 m HGA

X-band
65 W TWTA
1.65 m HGA

X-band
100 W TWTA
3 m HGA

CE-505 UHF Transceiver
CCSDS Proximity-1
Quadrifilar Helix

Melacom UHF Transceiver
CCSDS Proximity-1
Patch Antennas (2)

Electra UHF Transceiver
CCSDS Proximity-1
Quadrifilar Helix

437.1 MHz
8, 32 kbps
Uncoded

437.1 MHz
8 kbps
Uncoded

435-450 MHz
8, 32, 128 kbps
(7,1/2) Convolutional

401.585625 MHz
8, 32, 128, 256 kbps
(7,1/2) Convolutional
1 bit-per-sample open loop
recording

401.585625 MHz
2, 4., …, 128 kbps
(7,1/2) Convolutional
1 bit-per-sample open loop
recording

390-405 MHz
1, 2, 4, …, 2048 kbps
(7,1/2) Convolutional
8-bit I/8-bit Q open loop recording
Suppressed Carrier Modulation
Adaptive Data Rates
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frequency of a carrier signal.

an Adaptive Data Rate mode in which the
transceiver monitors the signal-to-noise ratio of the
return link symbol-tracking loop and uses these
real-time observations of the actual channel
performance to make decisions about when the
data rate can be increased or needs to be decreased.
The orbiter then sends directives on the forward
link to the lander to execute those data rate
changes, using standardized CCSDS Proximity-1
“COMM_CHANGE” directives, allowing the link
to operate at the highest possible data rate at all
times throughout the pass.

Mars Express
In contrast to ODY’s low, near-circular orbit, MEX operates
in a highly elliptical orbit, inclined at 86.9 deg, and with an
apoapsis altitude of 10,530 km and a periapsis altitude of
330 km. Both the orbit plane and the line of apsides
precess, leading to much more variable relay contacts, with
significant variation in the local time of relay opportunities
as well as the slant range and resulting data rates that can be
achieved on any given contact. MEX relay services are
provided by the Melacom UHF transceiver, built by
QinetiQ. Like ODY’s CE-505, it operates at the same fixed
forward and return link frequencies. Melacom supports
return link data rates of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 kbps.
Like ODY, MEX can also acquire an open-loop recording
of a received UHF signal, with 1-bit-per-sample resolution
at a 40 kHz sampling rate.

•

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
MRO, like ODY, operates in a low-altitude, sunsynchronous orbit; it’s ascending node is oriented at ~3 PM
LMST.
MRO incorporates the newer Electra UHF
Transceiver (EUT) for providing its relay services [6]. It
supports the CCSDS Proximity-1 protocol and, like ODY’s
CE-505 transceiver, also supports an unreliable raw data
mode that bypasses the Prox-1 protocol. Electra is a
software-defined radio, in which effectively all of the
radio’s functionality is implemented in flightreprogrammable software and firmware [7].
Electra
features a number of new capabilities, relative to prior
proximity link radios:
•

Higher Data Rates: Electra can operate at data
rates in all powers of 2 from 1 kbps up to 2,048
kbps.

•

Frequency-Agility: Instead of operating at a fixed
forward and return link frequency, Electra can
operate its forward link anywhere within the 435450 MHz sub-band, and the return link anywhere
within the 390-405 MHz sub-band.

•

Suppressed-Carrier Modulation: In addition to the
conventional residual-carrier, bi-phase modulation
implemented by the CE-505 and Melacom, Electra
also supports fully suppressed carrier modulation,
making all the transmitted power available for the
data channel.

•

Full-Spectrum Recording: Electra can acquire a
high-fidelity recording of a received UHF signal,
over a Nyquist-sampled bandwidth at rates up to
150 kHz. Unlike ODY’s and MEX’s 1-bit-persample recording capability, Electra acquires 8-bitin-phase (I)/8-bit-quadature (Q) samples of the
complex baseband signal, as well as 6-bit samples
of the Automatic Gain Control value, enabling
ground post-processing to reconstruct the observed
spectrum and also to demodulate a high-rate
telemetry signal.

Mars Relay Operations Service
Complementing these various Mars relay orbiters, the
Mars Exploration Program has implemented a suite of
web-based tools, known as the Mars Relay Operations
Service (MaROS), to facilitate multimission relay
operations [8]. MaROS provides standard interfaces for
each lander and orbiter participating in Mars relay
operations, and supports all aspects of relay planning
and scheduling, as well as post-pass relay performance
assessment and data accountability. Implemented after
completion of the Phoenix Lander mission, and
incorporating lessons learned in relay support to
Phoenix as well as to the Spirit and Opportunity rovers,
MaROS allows each mission – lander or orbiter - to
establish a single standardized ground data system
interface for all relay services, rather than having to
implement separate bilateral interfaces with each
individual relay partner, and provides full visibility of
all relay planning and performance data to each mission
throughout the lifecycle of every relay pass.

2. MARS SCIENCE LABORATORY MISSION
OVERVIEW
The fundamental science objective of the MSL mission is to
explore the habitability of Mars, determining whether the
past or present Martian environment could have supported
microbial life [9]. To carry this out, MSL delivered the
highly capable Curiosity rover to Gale Crater. The rover, as
depicted in Figure 1, carries a number of remote sensing
imaging cameras and spectrometers, and is also equipped
with the capability to acquire in situ samples and deliver

Adaptive Data Rates:
All prior Mars relay
operations have utilized fixed data rates, requiring
a priori analysis to select the best fixed rate that
would maximize data return on any given relay
pass, after accounting for the highly variable
received signal level on the link over the duration
of the relay contact due to time-varying slant range
and antenna angles. By contrast, Electra supports
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X-band transmission was via a Descent LGA (DLGA) on
the descent stage, while UHF transmission utilized a
Descent UHF antenna (DUHF).
UHF transmission
switched to the Rover UHF (RUHF) antenna during the
skycrane phase and after touchdown. For subsequent
surface operations, Curiosity’s X-band communications can
use a Rover LGA (RLGA) or a gimbaled High Gain
Antenna (HGA) based on a planar 48-element microstrip
patch array with 25.5 dBi peak gain at 8.4 GHz transmit
frequency.

3. CRITICAL EVENT COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPORT FOR ENTRY, DESCENT, AND
LANDING

Figure 3: MSL EDL geometry
EDL had strong heritage to the successful EDL
communications conducted for the Phoenix Lander mission
in 2008 [12]. Figure 3 illustrates the MSL arrival geometry
at Mars, along with the orbits and positions of ODY, MRO,
and MEX. Each orbiter was configured to leverage the
unique capabilities of its relay payload. Throughout EDL,
MSL transmitted telemetry at a data rate of 8 kbps. ODY
employed its “bent-pipe mode”, in which its UHF
transceiver was configured to receive and demodulate
MSL’s telemetry signal, and then immediately downlink
that data to Earth on ODY’s X-band link, This provided
“real-time” visibility of MSL’s engineering telemetry (aside
from the Earth-Mars signal propagation time of nearly 14
min). Due to the high Doppler shift and low signal strength
of the MSL signal received by ODY early in EDL, the ODY
link was not expected to acquire until roughly 2 min after
atmospheric entry. Geometric visibility on the MSL-ODY
link continued until roughly 7 min after landing.

MSL was launched from Cape Canaveral, FL, on Nov 26,
2011. After an Earth-Mars cruise of just over 8 months, the
spacecraft arrived at Mars on Aug 6, 2012. Ten minutes
prior to arrival at the atmospheric entry interface, the MSL
entry vehicle separated from the cruise stage. Major
elements of the entry vehicle include the 900-kg Curiosity
rover, a powered descent stage, a heat shield and an
aeroshell.
Due to the large number of new technologies and first-of-akind activities during EDL, the Mars Exploration Program
placed an extremely high priority on capturing tracking and
telemetry information from MSL during this critical mission
phase.
A combination of X-band direct-to-Earth
communications and UHF relay communications to all three
Mars orbiters was employed to maximize the information
acquired and provide redundant communication paths.
On the X-band DTE link, MSL transmitted very low-rate
information via its low-gain antenna. These data were
received by the 70m Canberra Deep Space Network
antenna. The transmission used a multiple frequency shift
keying (MFSK) modulation scheme, sometimes referred to
as “semaphores”, transmitting a carrier along with one of
256 subcarrier frequencies, thereby conveying 8 bits of
information during each symbol, with a typical symbol
period of 10 s. The resulting signal thus provided roughly a
1 bps effective information rate, while also providing
additional diagnostic data based on the amplitude and
frequency of the carrier. Unfortunately the X-band signal
path was only available until approximately 2 minutes prior
to landing, when Mars occulted the signal path (i.e., Earth
set below the Mars horizon as viewed from the entry
vehicle.)

In contrast to ODY, MRO was configured to acquire an
open-loop recording of the MSL signal throughout EDL
until the end of geometric visibility, roughly 6 min after
landing. This product was then downlinked to Earth after
EDL was complete, where ground post-processing
reconstructed the spectrum of the received MSL UHF signal
and subsequently demodulated the signal to recover the
MSL telemetry stream.
Finally, MEX was configured to acquire an independent
open-loop recording of the MSL UHF. As noted earlier,
MEX’s Melacom UHF Transceiver open-loop recording
function only acquired 1 bit per sample. This supported
recovery of the spectrum of the sampled signal, including
the time history of the carrier frequency and amplitude, but
did not allow full demodulation of the MSL telemetry
stream. MEX was in view of MSL throughout most of EDL,
but set below the horizon roughly 1 min prior to landing.

All three relay orbiters were phased in their orbits to
optimize their visibility of the EDL trajectory and allow
receipt of MSL’s UHF signal. The relay strategy for MSL
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Table 4: MSL-MEX demonstration passes conducted during the first 90 sols
Sol

Pass ID

Pass Configuration

Result

13

MEX_MSL_2012_232_02

8k forward link/8k return link

Successful
• 7 Mb returned

24

MEX_MSL_2012_244_01

8k forward link/128k return link
(Includes MSL command product)

Successful
• 55 Mb returned
• MSL command product delivered

30

MEX_MSL_2012_250_01

8k forward link/128k return link

Successful
• 110 Mb returned

59

MEX_MSL_2012_280_01

8k forward link/128k return link

Successful
• 105 Mb returned

configurations. (Note that during this period, the final MRO
science instrument, SHARAD, remained powered off, as a
result of a re-location of the SHARAD science center in
Italy. Based on all testing to date, SHARAD is not expected
to contribute any appreciable level of EMI.)

experiences in relay support to the Mars Exploration Rovers
and the Phoenix Lander missions [15,16].
Software Defined Radios: The MSL-MRO link is providing
unprecedented levels of data return from the Martian
surface, based on the advanced functionality of the Electra
and Electra-Lite radios on the two spacecraft. These
software-defined radios are able to implement more capable
and more flexible signal processing algorithms, including
support for higher data rates, multiple modulation types,
frequency-agility, and adaptive data rates. The fact that the
ADR algorithm was delivered to MRO post-launch is a
graphic illustration of the benefits of a software-defined
radio architecture, which is particularly well-suited to a
long-lived relay infrastructure orbiter, enabling evolution of
capability and infusion of new software/firmware
algorithms over the life of the mission. Having said this, we
also observe that the increased Electra capability comes at
the cost of increased complexity and increased number of
operational parameters and configurations, which can
impact testing schedule and cost. As we gain experience
with the new Electra operational modes, it will be important
to establish a core set of recommended operational
configurations, hiding configuration details from the user
where possible.

Table 3 summarizes the relay performance metrics through
Sol 90. A total of 339 passes had been completed by that
date, with over 45 Gb of aggregate data return. An average
of 509 Mb per sol of data were returned during this period,
with 157 Mb/sol via ODY and 353 Mb/sol via MRO. If we
limit the statistics to passes for which all of the MRO
instruments (except SHARAD) were powered on and ADR
was being used routinely, the data return via MRO averaged
386 Mb/sol. Figure 6 illustrates the per-sol data return
metrics for passes via MRO and ODY. One can clearly
observe the strong 5-sol modulation in MRO performance
due to variations in the overflight geometries. Based on the
successful relay performance, well in excess of Curiosity’s
average per-sol data return requirements, the decision was
made on Sol 65 to continue operations in this MRO mode
with all science instruments powered on.
To provide additional robustness in the Curiosity surface
relay plan, MEX was prepared to provide backup relay
support in the event that ODY and/or MRO became
unavailable for some period of time. Prior to landing, JPL
and QinetiQ conducted ground tests to verify the
interoperability of MSL’s Electra-Lite and MEX’s Melacom
UHF transceivers.
During the first 90 sols, four
demonstration relay passes were performed with Curiosity
and MEX to confirm this capability, as summarized in Table
4. These passes confirmed return link performance at rates
up to 128 kbps, as well as the capability to deliver MSL
command products on the MEX forward link.

Operational Readiness Testing: Thorough operational
readiness tests (ORTs) were crucial in exercising the full
range of multimission processes involved in successful relay
operations. These ORTs, which included participation by
the MSL, ODY, and MRO project teams, were effective in
uncovering a number of design anomalies and process
issues, allowing them to be resolved prior to MSL arrival at
Mars. All future missions incorporating relay operations
should plan a full set of ORTs, including nominal and offnominal operational scenarios, executed as early in the
project life cycle as practical.

5. PRELIMINARY LESSONS LEARNED
Although we are relatively early in the MSL surface
mission, there are already a number of preliminary lessons
learned, both in terms of things that have worked well and
areas where improvements can be made for the future.
These build upon, and in some cases reinforce, previous

MaROS: The Mars Relay Operations Service (MaROS)
system proved to be very effective in providing a central
database of a priori planning and a posteriori performance
information for all the orbiters and landers engaged in relay
operations. However, early ORTs revealed that the lander
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mission personnel - MSL in this case - required more
thorough training to fully master the MaROS user interface.
A contributing factor here was the large amount of new
MaROS functionality that was implemented and used for
the first time for MSL relay support. To address this,
specific MaROS training was implemented after the ORTs,
prior to MSL arrival at Mars, and will be a standard part of
future lander mission preparations. In addition, the next
delivery of MaROS will introduce new features aimed at
improved operability, and the MaROS customer working
group will be surveyed for longer-term potential updates
that could further simplify operations.

orbiter project had only a portable test set available at JPL to
support cross-project testing with MSL, each with a flightlike UHF transceiver but with lower fidelity representations
of the orbiter C&DH. This limited the scope of ground
testing possible on the MSL-ODY and MSL-MEX links.
This, combined with some non-flight-like aspects of the
ODY test set that were discovered late in the V&V test
campaign, resulted in the deferral of full validation and use
of the MSL-ODY forward link capability until well after
landing. The conclusions here are that high-fidelity testbeds
increase the robustness of end-to-end relay testing; when
programmatic considerations limit the test hardware fidelity,
it is essential to clearly document and assess any non-flightlike aspects of the testbed infrastructure.

End-to-End Information System: Compatibility of the
orbiter and lander relay transceivers is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for end-to-end relay data flow. In
particular, on MSL there were several idiosyncrasies in the
interface between the MSL flight computer and the ElectraLite UHF Transceiver that resulted in constraints on
allowable command data product size and development of a
complex buffer management system to avoid truncating
downlink frames. While operational workarounds were
ultimately identified, these idiosyncrasies resulted in more
complex ground processes and delayed other critical relay
tests. Future missions should ensure early and thorough
documentation and validation of the end-to-end relay data
path.

Electromagnetic Interference: Uncertainty in the MRO
EMI environment resulted in significant concern prior to
MSL arrival as to whether Curiosity would be able to
achieve the desired 250 Mb/sol data return via the MRO
relay path. This resulted in a large amount of MRO flight
and ground testing to attempt to better quantify the EMI
impacts as a function of Electra return link frequency. It
also drove the need for a lengthy commissioning phase
during the first few months of MSL surface operations, to
carefully monitor performance as each MRO science
instrument was powered on. Electra’s frequency-agility
turned out to be an important tool in mitigating the EMI
impacts. In hindsight, earlier and more thorough flight
testing could have provided more confidence in the
predicted MRO relay performance; however, such testing
would have required interruption of ongoing MRO science
observations. Ultimately, future missions will want to
address EMI issues earlier in the spacecraft/instrument
development cycle to identify and mitigate any spurious
emissions prior to launch.

Verification & Validation (V&V) Test Schedule: Several
relay issues were discovered relatively late in the MSL
lifecycle, including during the cruise phase of the mission.
While these were addressed prior to arrival at Mars, and
actual surface operations have proceeded smoothly, it would
have been desirable to identify these issues earlier. The
challenge here, which is common to the previous
experiences with MER and PHX, is that the testing timeline
is dictated by the lander mission’s V&V test program and
testbed accessibility. The Mars Exploration Program may
need to establish more formal guidelines for the scope and
schedule of testing related to verification and validation of
relay services, and ensure that all missions develop their test
schedules and corresponding resource profiles to meet those
guidelines.

6. CONCLUSIONS
NASA’s ODY and MRO orbiters and ESA’s MEX orbiter
embody an international network of Mars relay orbiters,
providing essential telecommunication services to the Mars
Science Laboratory mission. All three orbiters provided
complementary coverage of MSL’s EDL, acquiring tracking
and telemetry data from MSL’s UHF transmission that
could have provided essential information for fault
reconstruction had a mission-ending anomaly occurred
during EDL. Since landing, ODY and MRO are providing
the highest levels of data return yet achieved for a Mars
lander, with over 45 Gb of Curiosity data returned over the
first 90 sols of the surface mission. Key to this level of
performance are a number of new capabilities in the Electra
and Electra-Lite UHF Transceivers on MRO and MSL,
respectively, including higher data rates, frequency-agile
operations, and adaptive data rates, as well as the dedication
of the operations teams on each mission and the MaROS
multimission relay operations tools and processes
supporting them.

End-to-End Relay Testbeds: The fidelity of the end-to-end
testbeds for relay system testing can play a significant role
in the overall success of the V&V test campaign. For the
MSL-MRO link, both the orbiter and lander projects had
high fidelity spacecraft testbeds resident at JPL, with
Engineering Models of the Electra and Electra-Lite
transceivers, and with flight-like representations of the
spacecraft Command & Data Handling (C&DH) subsystem.
While these testbeds were located at separate sites within
the JPL campus, fiber optic links supported signal flow
between them, as well as integration of a high-fidelity link
channel simulator capable of emulating realistic time
variation of link amplitude, frequency, and delay, enabling
thorough end-to-end data flow testing over a range of flightlike signal conditions. For ODY and MEX, however, each
978-1-4673-1813-6/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE
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